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Electronic transitions of cobalt carbide, CoC, near 750 nm: A good example
of case ( bbS) hyperfine coupling

M. Barnes, A. J. Merer, and G. F. Metha
Department of Chemistry, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1Z1, Canada

~Received 12 July 1995; accepted 14 August 1995!

The laser induced fluorescence spectrum of jet-cooled CoC near 750 nm has been measured at high
resolution following the reaction of laser-ablated cobalt atoms with methane. TheX2S1 ground state
of CoC is an unusually good example of Hund’s case (bbS) coupling. Since Co has a nuclear spin
I57/2, each rotational level is split by the Fermi contact interaction intoG53 and G54
components, whereG5I1S; the splitting forN50 is more than 0.5 cm21. TheX2S1 state begins
to uncouple toward case (bbJ) with increasing rotation. Transitions to various2P excited states
occur in the region 13 000–14 500 cm21; the most prominent of these~for which high resolution
spectra have been recorded! lie at 13 079 cm21 ~2P3/2! and 13 343 cm

21 ~2P1/2!. The (bbS) coupling
in the ground state produces some unexpected hyperfine intensity patterns, which have been studied
in detail. A very low-lying2Di state, whoseV55/2 andV53/2 components lie at 221 and 1173
cm21, has been identified. Laser excitation of the2P3/2–

2D5/2 transition has been observed by
monitoring the strong2P3/2–X

2S1 emission, which has allowed the2D5/2 state to be characterized
at high resolution. A total of 879 rotational-hyperfine transitions between the various2P1/2,

2P3/2,
2D5/2, and

2S1 states have been assigned and fitted. Matrix elements for a2S1 state in case (bbS)
coupling are listed. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diatomic metal carbides have not received the same
tention from high resolution spectroscopists as the cor
sponding oxides and nitrides. For many years the rotatio
analyses of the electronic spectra of PtC,1–3 RhC,4–6 IrC,7,8

and RuC~Refs. 9 and 10! by Scullman and co-workers a
Stockholm gave the only structural data available for d
atomic metal carbides. Last year an analysis of the YC sp
trum was published by Simardet al.;11 PtC has recently been
re-examined at high resolution by Steimleet al.12 and the
discovery and analysis of band systems of the FeC molec
has just been reported by Balfouret al.13 FeC is the only 3d
carbide for which rotational data are available, although ba
systems of VC and TiC have been recorded at low resolut
using resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization.14 Electron
spin resonance spectra of RhC,15 VC,16,17and NbC~Ref. 17!
have been reported by Weltner and co-workers; the latter
are interesting as being examples of where the orbital an
lar momentum of the ground state is quenched in the ma
environment.

In this paper we report rotational and hyperfine analys
of electronic band systems of CoC at wavelengths arou
750 nm. The CoC molecule is isoelectronic with MnO
which all the states analyzed so far are6S1.18–20By contrast
CoC has a2S1 ground state, with a very large Fermi conta
interaction parameter; this produces an unusually good
ample of case (bbS) hyperfine coupling, where the rotationa
lines are split into doublets whose separation for lowN is
more than 0.5 cm21. The upper states of the 750 nm ban
appear to be2P states. A low-lying2D state, whoseV55/2
component lies only 221 cm21 above the ground state, als
gives transitions to these2P excited levels. These transition
represent the first gas phase spectra reported for CoC; a
trix e.s.r. spectrum previously attributed to CoC has recen
8360 J. Chem. Phys. 103 (19), 15 November 1995 0021-960aded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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been reassigned to the distorted Co~CO!4 radical.
21

Coincidentally, at the same time as our discovery of the
750 nm system, a second electronic system of CoC wa
found quite independently by Adamet al.;22 this other sys-
tem has a2S1 upper state, and its~0,0! band is now known
to lie at 716 nm.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

CoC molecules were prepared by the reaction of laser
ablated cobalt atoms with methane under supersonic je
cooled conditions, and their spectra have been recorded b
laser-induced fluorescence; the apparatus used was pattern
after that of Simardet al.23

Briefly, the output of a Nd:YAG laser operating at a
power of about 1 mJ/pulse on its second harmonic~l5532
nm! was focused with a 50 cm focal length lens onto the
surface of a slowly rotating cobalt rod. The ablated meta
reacted with a pulse of helium containing about 5% methane
originally at a backing pressure of 6 atm. The gaseous prod
ucts were passed through a 1 cmlong condensation tube into
the main chamber of the apparatus, where the average pre
sure was about 231024 Torr. A tunable laser beam crossed
the molecular beam 5 cm downstream from the point of ab
lation, exciting fluorescence; this was passed through a Spe
0.75 m monochromator, which eliminated emissions from
unwanted impurity species, and was finally recorded by a
cooled photomultiplier tube.

Two tunable laser systems have been used. For surve
work a Lumonics Inc. model HD500 tunable dye laser
pumped by a second Nd:YAG laser gave linewidths of abou
0.06 cm21, while for high resolution work a Ti:sapphire laser
~Coherent Inc. model 899-21! pumped by an Ar1 laser gave
experimental linewidths of about 100 MHz, limited by re-
sidual Doppler broadening in the molecular beam. Calibra
6/95/103(19)/8360/12/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicsnse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tion was provided for both the survey and the high resoluti
spectra by optogalvanic signals from a uranium–argon h
low cathode lamp, for which the line frequencies have be
given by Palmeret al.24 To interpolate between the uranium
lines in the high resolution spectra, a portion of the tuna
laser beam was sent to a temperature and pressure stab
Fabry–Perot e´talon, servo-locked to a stabilized helium
neon laser. The resulting markers, spaced by 750 MHz,
be identified uniquely by a Burleigh WA-20VIS
wavemeter;25 the various 1 cm21 scans of the tunable lase
are then easily concatenated by a computer program, s
the relative order numbers of the fringes are always know
The system is capable of relative calibration to an accura
of about 10 MHz over several hundred cm21, though in the
present spectra the relative accuracy of the line meas
ments is limited to about 15 MHz by the experimental widt
of the lines and their signal-to-noise ratio.

Wavelength-resolved spectra have also been recorde
scanning the 0.75 m monochromator. Using a slit width o
mm, corresponding to a resolution of 11 Å, ground sta
frequencies could be determined to65 cm21.

The carrier of the spectra reported here is assigned
ambiguously as CoC from the rotational constant, the ha
integer angular momentumJ, and the hyperfine structure
The hyperfine patterns show that an atom withI57/2 is
present, which is consistent with59Co, and the rotational
structure indicates that an atom with even atomic num
from the second row of the Periodic Table is also prese
Furthermore, the hyperfine patterns show that all rotatio
levelsN are present, thereby ruling out structures such
CCoC, which would have half the levels missing because
the zero spins of the equivalent C atoms. Spectra taken u
CD4 are identical to those taken using CH4, showing that no
hydrogen is present, while theB9 value of nearly 0.7 cm21 is
too high for the carrier to be anything other than CoC.

III. APPEARANCE OF THE SPECTRA

A. Case ( bbS) hyperfine coupling in the X2S1 ground
state

The two strongest bands in the near-infrared las
induced fluorescence spectrum of CoC appear near 760
Low resolution tracings of these bands, which lie at 13 0
and 13 343 cm21, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Analysis o
spectra taken at high resolution shows that they are2P–2S
subbands and that the prominent line doubling of about
cm21 arises because the common2S1 lower state is in case
(bbS) hyperfine coupling.26

The conditions for this type of coupling to occur hav
been discussed by Dunn.27 In a pure Hund’s case~b! 2S state,
the electron spinS is not coupled to any other vector an
precesses freely; in practice there will always be a sm
spin–rotation interaction, described by the operatorgN–S. If
a nucleus with nonzero spinI is also present there will be
magnetic hyperfine interaction between the nuclear and e
tron spins. The resulting energy level pattern depends
which of these two interactions is the larger. The usual si
ation is that the hyperfine interaction is small compared
the spin–rotation coupling, which means that the logic
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Naded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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choice of basis set is given by the coupling scheme

N1S5J; J1I5F, ~1!

which is called case (bbJ). It can happen that the Fermi
contact hyperfine interaction is particularly large if the un
paired electron is in a molecular orbital which is almost un
changed from ans atomic orbital; in this situation the Fermi
contact operator,bF I–S, couples the vectorS to I more
strongly than the spin–rotation interaction couples it toN.
The logical choice of basis is then

S1I5G; N1G5F, ~2!

which is called case (bbS). The intermediate quantum num-
berG is that for the total spin, electron plus nuclear.26,27 In a
2S1 state there are two possible values ofG, given byI61/
2, so that each rotational level splits into twoG-components.

The ground state of CoC is of this type;59Co ~the only
stable isotope! has a spinI57/2, which means that all the
rotational levels are split intoG53 and 4 components, sepa-
rated by roughly four times the Fermi contact parameterbF .
The Fermi contact parameter is particularly large in CoC

FIG. 1. Pulsed laser~survey! spectrum of the2P3/2–
2S1 subband of CoC at

13 079 cm21 showing the characteristicG-doubling caused by the case
(bbS) spin coupling in the ground state.

FIG. 2. Pulsed laser~survey! spectrum of the2P1/2–
2S1 subband of CoC at

13 343 cm21.
o. 19, 15 November 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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and the observed splitting between the two component
more than 0.5 cm21. The only known case (bbS)-coupled
2S1 state where theG-splitting is larger is the ground stat
of LuO, though the individual hyperfine components ha
not been resolved in its spectrum.28,29

Subbands of a similar form to the CoC bands shown
Figs. 1 and 2 were encountered in the ScO spectrum,30 where
the nuclear spin of45Sc is also 7/2. Their structures diffe
slightly from 2P–2S subbands as normally encountered b
cause of the characteristicG-doubling which is independen
of N. If there is no spin-splitting in the2S state a2P–2S
subband has four branches, with (J82N9)563/2 and61/2,
as has been described in detail by Herzberg.31 A convenient,
though seldom used, branch notation was proposed
Mulliken32 who labeled them 3/2R, 1/2R, 1/2P, and 3/2P.
Spin–rotation interaction in the2S state splits both the 1/2R
and the 1/2P branches into two, giving six branches alt
gether; the outer two branches, 3/2R and 3/2P, are not split
because theDJ50,61 selection rule is only satisfied by on
of the two lower state spin components, namely, that w
uJ82J9u51. When the2S state is in case (bbS) coupling all
four branches, 3/2R, 1/2R, 1/2P, and 3/2P, show the
G-doubling of theN9 lower level, giving a total of eight
branches.

Figure 3 shows the first lines of the 3/2R branch of the
13 079 cm21 subband. This branch corresponds to theR1
branch of a2Pi–

2S1 transition, and would not be expecte
to show the spin-doubling of the2S1 state. The fact that the
N50 line is split into two groups of hyperfine components
clear proof of the case (bbS) coupling. The energy leve
pattern for the ground state is given in Fig. 4. The contrib
tion of the spin–rotation coupling to the energy increa
with the rotational quantum numberN, so that with increas-
ing rotation the spin coupling changes progressively ove
case (bbJ). In the CoC spectrum we see the uncoupling p
cess beginning, but it is by no means complete even at
highestN values observed.

FIG. 3. High resolution spectrum of theN50 andN51 lines of the 3/2R
branch of the2P3/2–

2S1 subband of CoC at 13 079 cm21 showing the indi-
vidual hyperfine components.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,ed¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lic
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The upper states of the 13 079 and 13 343 cm21 bands
are shown by the rotational analysis to haveV853/2 and 1/2,
respectively, and with the strongQ branches suggesting a
DL51 transition, it would seem logical to assign them as th
spin–orbit components of a2P state. However, the degrada-
tion of the two subbands is very different; the rotational con
stants for the two upper levels areB850.626 and 0.571
cm21, respectively.

B. A very low-lying 2D state

The wavelength-resolved fluorescence patterns from t
subbands at 13 079 and 13 343 cm21 are shown in Fig. 5.
The2P3/2 subband at 13 079 cm

21 gives a clear ground state
vibrational progression with intervalsDG1/25934 cm21 and
DG3/25913 cm21. ~The notationDGv11/2 used here is the
standard notation for vibrational intervals,31 andG should
not be confused with the angular momentum quantum nu
ber of Sec. III A.! In addition two other levels appear, at 221
and 1059 cm21 above the ground state. The2P1/2 subband at
13 343 cm21 gives an identical ground state progression, b
the additional levels are shifted up by 952 cm21 to 1173 and
2011 cm21. Since theV8 values of the two substates are
different, it is logical to assign the additional features a
going to the two spin components of a low-lying orbitally
degenerate electronic state, where the spin–orbit splitting
slightly larger than the vibrational frequency.

By tuning the laser in the region around 12 850 cm21,
we were able pump the2P3/2 state from the new level at 221
cm21; by monitoring the fluorescence at 13 079 cm21 back
to the2S1 ground state, we obtained the spectrum shown

FIG. 4. Hyperfine energy levels of theX 2S1, v50 level of CoC plotted
against the rotational quantum numberN showing the uncoupling from case
(bbS) toward case (bbJ). Levels are calculated from the final least square
constants of Table II. The nuclear spin of59Co is I57/2.
No. 19, 15 November 1995ense¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Fig. 6. This is a remarkable band, completely undegrad
and looking more like an infrared vibrational fundament
than an electronic transition. Even at this resolution it is cle
that theP branch is stronger than theR branch and that the
first R andP lines haveJ955/2; the transition is therefore
2P3/2–

2D5/2. It has been possible to record the band at hi
resolution, and to obtain a detailed analysis of the hyperfi
structure. Unfortunately it was not possible to do the sa
for the state at 1173 cm21, but there seems to be little doub
that it represents the2D3/2 component, and that the spin–orb
splitting constantA is 2476 cm21. This new2D state will be
designated theA 2D i state.

It is perhaps not surprising that we can excite transitio
out of the 2D5/2 level at 221 cm21. Low-lying metastable
excited states up to 3000 cm21 above the ground level are
found to be populated in Nb2 ~Ref. 32! and MnF~Ref. 33! in
experiments using a similar ablation source. From our h

FIG. 5. Wavelength-resolved fluorescence from~a! the2P1/2 state of CoC at
13 343 cm21 and ~b! the 2P3/2 state of CoC at 13 079 cm21. These spectra
show the vibrational structure of theX 2S1 state and features arising from
the low-lyingA 2D i state.

FIG. 6. Survey spectrum of the2P3/2–
2D5/2 subband of CoC near 12 858

cm21. This spectrum was recorded by monitoring the2P3/2–
2S1 fluores-

cence at 13 079 cm21.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Nded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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resolution spectra it is estimated that the2P3/2–
2D5/2 ~0,0!

band is only a factor of 2 weaker than the2P3/2–X
2S1 ~0,0!

band.

C. 2P upper states near 14 000 cm 21

Lying just to the short wavelength side of the 760 nm
bands are four more bands, also of2P–2S1 type, which have
proved to be too weak for high resolution rotational an
hyperfine analysis. It has been possible to establish theirV8
values from the patterns of wavelength resolved fluorescen
that they give, since each2P upper level also fluoresces to
theA 2D state, but only to one spin component of it accord
ing to the selection ruleDS50. At 13 428 cm21, close to the
2P1/2–X

2S1 subband of Fig. 2, is a band which, on excita
tion, gives emission to theA 2D5/2 component and therefore
hasV853/2. It has been possible to estimate the upper sta
B value from the separation of the two heads formed by th
3/2R and 1/2R branches to obtainB8;0.553 cm21. This
band is illustrated in Fig. 7~a!.

About 1000 cm21 further to the blue are three more
weak bands. The upper level of the band at 14 071 cm21,
shown in Fig. 7~b!, emits only to theA 2D5/2 component
and presumably hasV853/2. A partial rotational analysis
has been possible from the low resolution spectra; t
upper state constants areB850.5551~16! cm21 and
D8524.40~14!31025 cm21. Another band, near 14 140
cm21 @Fig. 7~c!#, is completely unresolved at low resolution
but the upper level is also assigned as havingV853/2 since
it emits to theA2D5/2 component. This upper state is provi-
sionally assigned as2P3/2, v51. The highest energy subband
we have found involves anV851/2 upper level at 14 470
cm21 @Fig. 7~d!#; the separation ofR andQ heads gives the
rotational constantB8;0.605 cm

21. This upper state is as-
signed as2P1/2, v51.

The only other transitions we have observed in this r
gion are the~0,0! and~1,0! bands of the2S1–X 2S1 system
currently under investigation by Adamet al.22 These bands
lie at 13 950~716 nm! and 14 635 cm21 ~683 nm!, respec-
tively, and both haveB8;0.52 cm21.

IV. ROTATIONAL AND HYPERFINE HAMILTONIAN

The full rotational and hyperfine Hamiltonian for the
2S1 ground state is given by

H5BN22DN41gN–S1bI–S1cIzSz

1eT2~Q!•T2~¹E!. ~3!

The terms are identified by the parameters appearing;B and
D are the rotational constant and its centrifugal distortion,g
is the spin–rotation parameter,b is the contact parameter,
and c is the dipolar interaction, while the last term is the
nuclear electric quadrupole coupling. The magnetic hype
fine terms have been taken according to Frosch and Fole
definition,35 where the true Fermi contact parameterbF is
equal tob1c/3. The only field gradient constant needed fo
a S state is defined by

eq052^h,L50uT0
2~¹E!uh,L50&. ~4!
o. 19, 15 November 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 7. Low resolution spectra of four weak subbands of CoC in the 14 000 cm21 region.
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We have chosen to work in the case (bbS) basis of Eq.
~2! in order to avoid possible eigenvalue sorting problems
the matrix diagonalization. The rotational energy is obv
ously BN(N11)2DN2(N11)2, while from the definition
S1I5G the contact term has only the diagonal elements

^N~SI!GFubI–SuN~SI!GF&

5
b

2
@G~G11!2I ~ I11!2S~S11!#. ~5!

The matrix elements of Eq.~5! are responsible for nearly all
of the 0.5 cm21 splitting between theG53 and 4 spin levels;
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Naded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
in
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for G53 and 4 the contact energies are29b/4 and 7b/4,
respectively. The spin–rotation interaction is described by
the tensor expression

^N8~SI!G8FugN•SuN~SI!GF&

5g~21!N1G81FHF G8 N
1 N G JAN~N11!~2N11!

3~21! I1S1G11A~2G11!~2G811!

3H I G8 S
1 S GJAS~S11!~2S11!. ~6!

Its diagonal element reduces to
^N,G,FugN•SuN,G,F&52g
@F~F11!2G~G11!2N~N11!#@ I ~ I11!2G~G11!2S~S11!#

4G~G11!
, ~7!

or specifically,30

2
g

16
@F~F11!2N~N11!212#

for G53 and

g

16
@F~F11!2N~N11!220#

for G54. The off-diagonal element is

^N,G21,FugN–SuN,G,F&5g
@Y~FNG!Y~ ISG!#

4GA~2G11!~2G21!
, ~8!
o. 19, 15 November 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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where

Y~abc!5A~a1b1c11!~b1c2a!~a1c2b!~a1b2c11!. ~9!

The matrix elements of Frosch and Foley’s dipolar term,35 cIzSz , can be calculated from those of the full dipolar Hamiltonian,

Hdipolar52gmBgNmNr
23A10T1~ I !•T1~S,C2!, ~10!

which are

^N8L8~SI!G8FuHdipolaruNL~SI!GF&

5A30gmBgNmN~21!N1G81FHF2 G8
N

N8
G JAI ~ I11!~2I11!AS~S11!~2S11!A~2G11!~2G811!

3H S S 1

I I 1

G8 G 2
J (

q
~21!N82L8A~2N11!~2N811!S N

2L
2
q

N
L D ^L8uTq

2~C2!r23uL&. ~11!

The parameterc is given by

c53gmBgNmN^L8uT0
2~C2!r23uL&, ~12!

where theq50 index implies the second rank spherical component~c/3!~3I zSz2I–S!, rather thancIzSz . It is easily shown,
with the help of Eq.~5!, that the matrix elements ofcIzSz are obtained by adding23c/4 and 7c/12, respectively, to the
algebraic expressions forG53 and 4 given by Eq.~11!.

The tensor expression for the quadrupole Hamiltonian, as needed forS electronic states, is

^N8~SI!G8FueT2~Q!•T2~¹E!uN~SI!GF&5~21!N1G81FHF G8 N8
2 N G J 3~21! I1S1G8A~2G11!~2G811!

3HS I G
2 G8 I J 1

4
e2Qq0A~2I11!~2I12!~2I13!

2I ~2I21!

3~21!N8A~2N11!~2N811!SN 2 N
0 0 0 D . ~13!

8365Barnes, Merer, and Metha: Electronic transitions of CoC
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The matrix elements of the full2S1 Hamiltonian are shown
in algebraic form in Table I.

Since the two excited states at 13 079 and 13 343 cm21

have such comparatively differentB8 values we have not
attempted to fit them together, but have taken them as
separate case (c) states. In the same way we have treated
A 2D5/2 substate as an isolated case (c) state. The Hamil-
tonian used was

H5BR22DR41HR61HLD1Hmag.hfs1Hquadrupole,
~14!

where theL-doubling is represented by

HLD5
1

2
~p12q!~J1S1e

22if1J2S2e
2if!

2
1

2
q~J1

2 e22if1J2
2 e2if!, ~15!

the magnetic hyperfine structure by the Hamiltonian

Hmag.hfs5aIzI z1bI•S1cIzSz

1
1

2
d~ I2S2e

2if1I1S1e
22if!, ~16!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Nloaded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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and the quadrupole coupling is as before. TheL-doubling
terms inp12q andd are needed for the2P1/2 substate, while
theq term is needed for2P3/2, where it is taken in the form
7qeff(J21/2)(J11/2)(J13/2) for thee and f levels, re-
spectively. Centrifugal distortion of theL-doubling param-
eterp12q is also required; its matrix elements are obtained
by matrix multiplication from the matrices ofR2 and Eq.
~15!. There is only one determinable hyperfine parameter fo
a substate in case (c); it is written hV5aL1(b1c)S.36

Since the tensorial and algebraic expressions have been p
sented before,37,38 they will not be given here.

A data set consisting of 879 assigned hyperfine line
from the 2P1/2–

2S1, 2P3/2–
2S1, and2P3/2–

2D5/2 transitions
was fitted simultaneously. In the initial stages only the lowN
lines were included, but in the end the complete data set u
to N514 could be used. A total of 29 parameters were
floated in the final fit, giving a rms error of 0.000 588 cm21.
The final constants are listed in Table II. For the ground state
all six parameters are well determined. Only thee2Qq0 con-
stants for the2P1/2,

2P3/2, and
2D5/2 states were not well

determined.

V. HYPERFINE LINE STRENGTH CONSIDERATIONS

The 2P3/2–
2D5/2 subband near 12 850 cm21 shows the

familiar hyperfine intensity patterns for case (abJ) coupling
o. 19, 15 November 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Matrix of the rotational and hyperfine Hamiltonian for a2S1 state in case (bbS) coupling, where one spinning nucleus withI57/2 is present.

uG54,N& uG53,N&

^G54,Nu

BN~N11!2DN2~N11!21
g

16
@F~F11!2N~N11!220#

1
7

4
b1

7

12
c2Sc1 3e2Qq0

14 D@F~F11!2N~N11!220#

3@F~F11!2N~N11!219#280N~N11!

48~2N21!~2N13!

H g

16
2Sc2 e2Qq0

14 D @F~F11!2N~N11!215#

16~2N21!~2N13! J
A~F1N15!~F1N23!~N2F14!~F2N14!

^G53,Nu Symmetric

BN~N11!2DN2~N11!22
g

16
@F~F11!2N~N11!212#

2
9

4
b2

9

12
c2S2c1

5e2Qq0
14 D3@F~F11!2N~N11!212#

3@F~F11!2N~N11!211#248N~N11!

48~2N21!~2N13!

^G54,N22u
Sc1 3e2Qq0

14 DA~F1N14!~F1N15!~N2F13!~N2F14!

A~F1N25!~F1N24!~F2N15!~F2N16!

32~2N21!A~2N11!~2N23!

S 2c1
e2Qq0
14 DA~F1N14!~N2F13!~F1N25!~F1N24!

A~F1N23!~F2N14!~F2N15!~F2N16!

32~2N21!A~2N11!~2N23!

^G53,N22u
Sc2 e2Qq0

14 DA~F1N13!~F1N14!~F1N15!~N2F12!

A~N2F13!~N2F14!~F1N24!~F2N15!

32~2N21!A~2N11!~2N23!

S 2c1
5e2Qq0
14 DA~F1N13!~F1N14!~N2F12!~N2F13!

A~F1N24!~F1N23!~F2N14!~F2N15!

32~2N21!A~2N11!~2N23!
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in both states. TheP~5/2! line is illustrated in Fig. 8, where
it is seen that the strongest hyperfine components are t
with DF5DJ, and the intensities are smoothly varying fun
tions of F. By contrast the2P3/2–X

2S1 (bbS) subband at
13 079 cm21 has some surprising irregularities. Detailed c
culations of the line strengths show that these are the
pected patterns for transitions between states in (abJ) and
(bbS) coupling; since transitions of this type have not pre
ously been studied in detail at hyperfine resolution it
worthwhile documenting what happens.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Naded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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ex-

i-
is

Figure 9 shows the hyperfine structure of the two
G-components of the 1/2P~2! line of the2P3/2–X

2S1 sub-
band at 13 079 cm21. The hyperfine lines in Fig. 9 have been
labeledr , q, andp, for DF511, 0, and21, respectively. It
can be seen that the intensities of ther andq lines forG53
and those of thep andq lines forG54 pass through minima,
with the r (F52), G53 and p(F55), G54 lines being
completely absent. These minima can be thought of as result
ing from interference between the transition moments of
TABLE II. Rotational and hyperfine constants for the three analyzed electronic states of CoC. All values are in
cm21 and quoted errors in brackets are three standard deviations.a

2S1 2D5/2
2P3/2

2P1/2

TV 0 221.229 97~71! 13 079.135 40~18! 13 343.040 80~34!
AL 2952.0b

B 0.693 750 2~92! 0.626 799~51! 0.625 656~12! 0.571 275~33!
g 20.041 110~33!
107D 1.526~50! 1.77~95! 26.80~14! 231.87~72!
107 H 24.71~48! 222.0~44!
103 (p12q) 217.116~68!
106 qeff 21.24~10!
105 D (p12q) 25.330~72!
hV 0.040 48~19! 0.023 28~12! 0.027 52~31!
b 0.128 808~83!
c 0.006 44~21!
d 0.003 03~12!
104 cI 0.461~60! 20.57~10!
e2Qq0 0.010 2~12! 20.002 6~40! 0.003 3~14! 0.002 2~18!

r 0/Å 1.561 2 1.642 4 1.643 9 1.720 4

aFit to 879 transitions with a rms error of 0.000 588 cm21.
bFrom wavelength resolved fluorescence experiment. See text for details.
o. 19, 15 November 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 8. Hyperfine structure of theP~5/2! line of the2P3/2–
2D5/2 subband of

CoC near 12 858 cm21 ~see Fig. 6!.

FIG. 9. Observed and calculated hyperfine structures of theG53 andG54 components of the 1/2P~2! line of the2P3/2–
2S1 subband of CoC near 13 079

cm21. Pure case (bbS) coupling is assumed in the ground state.

FIG. 10. Observed and calculated hyperfine structure of the 1/2P~4! line of
the 2P3/2–

2S1 subband of CoC near 13 079 cm21. Intermediate spin cou-
pling is used for the ground state rotational-hyperfine wave functions.

8367Barnes, Merer, and Metha: Electronic transitions of CoC
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what would be thePQ12 andP1 branches in the absence
nuclear spin.

The line strengths for transitions where one of the sta
is in case (bbS) coupling have been considered by Fe´ménias
et al.39 and Brownet al.37 The more complete treatment
that of Ref. 39, but unfortunately the formulas given the
c

g

h

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Nded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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cannot be used directly with our energy matrices, since th
derivation uses the ‘‘me´thode des Moments Inverse´s,’’ where
the choice of phases is not consistent with Sec. IV. We hav
rederived the expressions so as to be consistent and obt
the case (abJ) – (bbS) line strength factors as
^h8L8;S8S8;J8V8IF iT1~m!ihL;NL~SI!GF&

5(
J

~21!N1S1I1FA~2J11!~2G11!HN S J
I F GJ ~21!J81I1F11A~2F11!~2F811!H J8F F8

J
I
1J

3(
S,V

~21!N2S1VA2N11S JV S
2S

N
2L D(

q
~21!J82V8A~2J11!~2J811!S J8

2V8
1
q
J
V D

3^h8L8;S8S8uTq
1~m!uhL;SS&dss8 . ~17!
l-
n

st

s
-

e

-
te

0

In this equation the unprimed quantum numbersJ, V, andS
are dummy quantum numbers that occur because the
(bbS) state has been expanded as a linear combination
case (bbJ) functions, which are themselves constructed fro
case (abJ) functions; they are not useful for classifying th
energy levels, but allow an interpretation in terms of mo
familiar quantities.

To calculate the line strengths for Fig. 9 numerically, th
2P state functions must be written as Wang combinations
signed quantum number basis functions, e.g.,

u2P3/2,J8,e&5221/2H UL51;S5
1

2
,J8,V85

3

2L
1UL521;S52

1

2
,J8,V85

3

2L J . ~18!

This is no complication since there is only one electron
transition moment acting,

m'5 K L51,S5
1

2UT11~m!UL501,S5
1

2L
5 K L521,S52

1

2UT21
1 ~m!UL501,S52

1

2L ,
~19!

so that the two terms from Eq.~18! give the same result.
SinceS51/2, the sum over the dummy variableJ in Eq. ~17!
consists of two terms, which correspond to the line stren
factors for thePQ12 andP1 branches of a transition where
the hyperfine structure is negligible. In the present case
hyperfine line intensity is proportional to the square of t
sum of contributions from the two rotational branches, whe
each is scaled by the 6-j symbols of Eq.~17!.

The way the scaling goes can be illustrated for theG54
component. The product of the 6-j symbols for thePQ12
branch has the same sign as that for theP1 branch in the
r -type hyperfine components, but opposite sign in thep-type
components; since the sign of the 3-j factors is the same for
ase
of
m
e
re

e
of

ic

th

the
e
re

the two branches there can be no hyperfine intensity cance
lation for ther -type components, but there happens to be a
exact cancellation for the p-type components at
F82F95425. For theq-type components, thePQ12 contri-
bution passes through zero atF82F95323, in similar fash-
ion to the intensity cancellations found in low-JQ branches
of case (abJ)2(abJ) transitions40 for large values ofI ;
somewhere near this point theq-type hyperfine intensity,
given by the square of the sum of thePQ12 andP1 contri-
butions, must therefore pass through zero. The weake
q-type line is in factF82F95323, since thePQ12 rotational
line strength factor is much greater than theP1 factor.

Similar considerations hold for theG53 component,
with the difference that the 6-j factors add for thep-type
hyperfine components but subtract for ther -type; there is an
exact cancellation for theF82F95322 component. In the
1/2P branches of a2P1/2–X

2S1 subband the signs of the
rotationalP andQ branch line strength factors are opposite,
so that theG53 hyperfine intensities behave roughly like the
G54 intensities of Fig. 9, and vice versa. The exact pattern
are of course different because they reflect the second 3j
symbol of Eq.~17!, even though the 6-j symbol factors are
the same.

The calculated intensities shown in Fig. 9 assume pur
case (bbS) coupling in theX

2S1 ground state. At this lowN
value,N52, the degree of uncoupling to case (bbJ) caused
by the spin–rotation interaction is negligible. Figure 10 illus-
trates theG54 component of a higherN line, 1/2P~4!,
where this uncoupling is not negligible. The calculated inten
sities in Fig. 10 have been derived using exact intermedia
coupling rotational-hyperfine wave functions, obtained from
the eigenvectors of the 232 matrices given by theG53 and
4 components for givenN and F. The main effect of the
uncoupling is in the highF lines, where it makes the inten-
sity minimum in thep-type hyperfine components more pro-
nounced, in better agreement with experiment. At higherN
values there is no minimum in theq-type line strength pat-
terns, because the intensity cancellation effect of Ref. 4
only occurs whenJ is less thanI . The match between ex-
o. 19, 15 November 1995nse¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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periment and calculation is not as good as in Fig. 9; it see
that saturation effects distort the experimental intensities
the strongest lines, as we found also in recent spectra of
taken with the same apparatus.41

VI. DISCUSSION

A. The X 2S1 state

A 2S state in case (bbS) coupling must always uncoupl
toward case (bbJ) with increasing rotation because of th
spin–rotation interaction.27 Figure 4 shows the hyperfine lev
els of theX 2S1 state of CoC plotted againstN, using the
final parameters from Table II. The uncoupling is compa
tively rapid in CoC because of the large value of the sp
rotation parameterg, and is well on its way to completion b
N520. The hyperfine energy order is opposite in the t
spin-components, reflecting the difference in sign of the
agonal element ofgN–S for G53 and 4. With increasing
rotation, one of the nine hyperfine levels withG54 must
always move across to theG53 group, where there ar
seven levels. This is because the two electron spin com
nents in case (bbJ) coupling must have eight hyperfine leve
each. Whenb andg are of opposite sign, as in Fig. 4, th
level that moves across isF5N14; whenb andg have the
same sign the level that moves isF5N24.

It is no coincidence that the level patterns of Fig. 4 lo
exactly like that for the Zeeman splitting of a2S atom with
I57/2 ~see for example Fig. I.3 of Ref. 42!. In both cases
there is a scalar coupling of the electron spinS to a vector
whose magnitude can be varied; in the Zeeman case it is
magnetic flux densityB and in Fig. 4 it is the rotational
angular momentumN. The only difference is thatB is con-
tinuously tunable, whereasN corresponds to discrete rota
tional levels.

Turning to the hyperfine parameters, the experimen
Fermi contact parameter,bF , for the ground state is
bF5b1c/350.130 95 cm21. Given that the ground stat
comes from the electron configuration~1d!4~9s!1, this value
can be directly compared with the value ofbF50.147 12
cm21 for the 4s orbital of the cobalt atom obtained from
atomic beam studies.43 The molecular value is 89% of th
atomic value, indicating that the 9s orbital is almost com-
pletely atomic 4s in character. Since the experimentalc pa-
rameter is small and positive, it is likely that the ground st
contains a small contribution from an electron configurat
that contains an unpaired 3ds electron.

We can also predict a value ofbF from the ab initio
value ofC4s

2 ~0! ~Ref. 44! using the expression

bF5
m0

4phc
3
8p

3
3

1

2S
3ggNmBmN^C2~0!&4s ~20!

to calculate

bF50.003 186 253
8p

3
3
4.63

7/2
35.233

50.1848 cm21.
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This value is significantly larger than both the atomic and
molecularbF values and indicates that theab initio value of
C4s

2 ~0! is approximately 25% too large, as has generally bee
found for Hartree–Fock calculations.

B. The A 2D state

Apart from its rough position and vibrational frequency,
we have no information about the2D3/2 component of the
A 2D state. Therefore, althoughh5/2 can be obtained from the
2D5/2 component there is insufficient information to obtain
the hyperfine parameters separately. It seems clear that t
A 2D state arises from the electron configuration~1d!3~9s!2,
as we can verify by comparing with the Co atom. The hy-
perfine parameters for the 3d orbital of Co have been deter-
mined to bea0150.0206, a10520.007, anda1250.0286
cm21, which are equivalent toa, bF , and c. If the 3dd
orbital is purely atomic in character, we can predict
h5/250.0472 cm21. The observed value,h5/250.040 48
cm21, is 86% of the predicted value. This value can also be
checked againstab initio calculations of the radial expecta-
tion value. Since only the unpaireddd electron contributes,
bF will be zero. We can calculatea andc from

a5
m0

4phc
3ggNmBmN^r23&3d ~21!

and

c5
3

2
3

m0

4phc
3

1

2S
3ggNmBmN

3^3 cos2 u21&dd^r
23&3d , ~22!

where^3 cos2 u21&dd is the angular average.
45 These expres-

sions give

a50.003 186 253
4.63

7/2
36.71050.0283 cm21

and

c5
3

2
30.003 186 253

4.63

7/2
3

24

7
36.710

520.0243 cm21,

resulting in anh5/2 value of 0.0444 cm21, in remarkably
good agreement with the experimental value.

Since thed4s1 X 2S1 andd3s2 A 2D3/2 states are almost
degenerate, the energies of the two orbitals~in as much as
orbitals exist! must be essentially equal. The spin–orbit pa-
rameterAL ~A 2D!52952 cm21 is very similar to those of
the Co1 ion and the diatomic molecules CoH and CoO.
For comparison,22z (3d)521072 cm21 for the Co1 ion,46

~4/3!AL52971 cm21 for the X 3F ground state of CoH,47

and 3AL52997 cm21 for theX 4D ground state of CoO.48

~The numerical factors here arise because of the differe
spin and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers o
these different states.!
No. 19, 15 November 1995ense¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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C. The 2P states

The various electronic and vibrational levels observed
this work are shown on the energy level diagram of Fig. 1
The intense bands at 13 079 and 13 343 cm21 and the weaker
bands of Fig. 7 go to the groups of levels labeled2P and
V853/2 in this diagram; in view of their irregular spacing
and rotational constants the assignments given must be
sidered as provisional.

Three electron configurations give rise to low-lying2P
states, namely,

~3p!3~1d!4~9s!2 2P i , ~A!

~3p!4~1d!4~4p!1 2P r , ~B!

~3p!4~1d!3~9s!1~4p!1 2P i~also
4P i ,

2F i ,
4F i !. ~C!

The evidence for choosing between them lies in the sp
orbit structure and the measuredhV parameters of the2P1/2
level at 13 343 cm21 and the2P3/2 level at 13 079 cm

21. We
find no further 2P levels below these two in our spectra
which suggests that they form thev50 vibrational level of
an inverted 2P state, though clearly heavily perturbed b
cause theirB values differ by more than 0.05 cm21. This
observation rules out configuration~B!. Configuration~C!,
with its unpaired 4ss electron ~9s!, should have a large
positive Fermi contact parameter, such thath3/2 should be
much larger thanh1/2. It is not possible to calculate its exac
value because the configurationd3sp gives two 2P states,

FIG. 11. Energy level diagram showing the vibrational levels of CoC o
served in this work. The assignments to2P and 3/2 levels are tentative~see
text!. The excited2S1 levels beginning at 13 950 cm21 belong to the system
reported by Ref. 22.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, Naded¬20¬Apr¬2011¬to¬192.43.227.18.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lice
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whose electronic wave functions are mixtures of Slater d
terminants. Experimentally~see Table II!, h3/2 is less than
h1/2, which argues against configuration~C!.

Configuration~A! is not ruled out, but attempts to repro-
duce the hyperfineh parameters from theab initio values of
^r23&3d and C4s

2 ~0! are only partially successful. For ex-
ample, the 3p orbital containing the unpaired electron is ex
pected to be a mixture of carbon 2pp and cobalt 3dp,

u3p&5NuCo,3dp&1A12N2uC,2pp&, ~25!

whereN is a normalization coefficient; the cobalt hyperfine
parameters are then estimated to be

a5
m0

4phc
3ggNmBmN^r23&3dN

2

50.004 223^r23&3dN
2,

bF50, ~26!

c5
3

2
3

m0

4phc
3ggNmBmN^3 cos2 u21&dp^r23&3dN

2

50.001 813^r23&3dN
2.

With ^r23&3d56.710 a.u.23, ^3 cos2 u21&dp52/7, andN2

taken arbitrarily as 1/2, corresponding to equal mixtures
the two atomic functions in Eq.~25!, we obtaina50.0141
cm21 and c50.0060 cm21 to give h3/250.0171 and
h1/250.0111 cm21, respectively. This value ofh3/2 is fairly
close to the experimental value, but the agreement forh1/2 is
poorer.

It seems likely that the 13 343 cm21 and 13 079 cm21

levels are indeed thev50 spin–orbit components of the2Pi

state coming from configuration~A!. Consistent with this is
the negative sign of the spin–rotation parameter of th
ground state which, in the unique perturber approximatio
indicates that there is a low-lying inverted2P state. How-
ever, interactions with the nearby2S1 excited state at 13 950
cm21 appear to be affecting the2P1/2 component severely.
Specifically, such interaction should lower theB value as
observed.

As for theV853/2 levels at 13 428 and 14 071 cm21, we
have grouped them together because of their similarB val-
ues. Their separation of 643 cm21 is slightly low for a vibra-
tional frequency of a state withB;0.55 cm21, though not
unduly so in view of the irregularities in the other nearb
levels.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This work reports high resolution observations of elec
tronic transitions of CoC, bringing to two the number of 3d
metal monocarbides now characterized rotationally. Th
ground state~9s!1 X 2S1 has a large contact hyperfine pa
rameter, which produces an unusually good example
Hund’s case (bbS) coupling. The energy level structure has
been explored in detail, as have the hyperfine line streng
for transitions to2P states. A very low-lying2Di state from
the configuration~1d!3 has been found. Its2D5/2 component,
which lies only 221 cm21 aboveX 2S1, v50, is sufficiently
populated in our experiments to allow high resolution fluo
rescence spectra to be taken. Various excited states have b

-
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observed near 750 nm. Among these are what appears t
a heavily perturbed2Pi state; its exact nature is unclear an
must await detailedab initio calculations.
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